Chicano fund ruling upheld

In the case "MECHA vs SAC", held before the Court of the Student Judiciary last Wednesday night in the ROTC building, Chief Justice Michael Jones, in a decision released Friday, upheld a ruling by the Student Affairs Council concerning funds raised by the Chicano Student Movement of the Southwest.

The dispute arose when SAC overruled a decision by the Fund Raising Activities Committee (FRAC) to consider the Chicano's claim to separate funds for student body funds. Twenty percent of the net profit over $28 in student body funds. Twenty percent of the net profit over $28 was accrued from fund-raising activities by ASI-chartered clubs. SAC must be donated to benefit the entire student body.

In his decision, Jones stated: "MECHA's case seemed to hinge on the question of: 'Will the contribution benefit the sponsoring organization, MECHA?" The fact exists that a substantial number of MECHA's membership are receiving benefits through EOP. Consequently, in the light of the existing code, EOE, the contribution was held to benefit the entire student body.

"SAC's previous inconsistencies with regards to cases of a similar nature made the ruling on this extremely difficult. The Judiciary must not restrict itself to resolving questions of disagreements as to constitutionality, legality, jurisdiction of all affairs, and to render interpretation of all codes, bylaws and all other ASI regulations", when dispose of this nature arise, I would strongly recommend that SAC revise the phrase, "to an acceptable cause, to benefit the entire student body and shall in no way benefit the sponsoring organization, MECHA."

It is out conviction that the student body funds should benefit the entire student body and shall not in any way benefit the sponsoring organization, MECHA."

MECHA fund ruling upheld

In opposition to Chancellor Glenn Dumke's student disciplinary code, a statewide rally, attended by representatives from 14 college campuses, was held Friday on the campus of California State College at Long Beach.

The Coalition, a student organization on Long Beach, sponsored the rally attended by some 500 students. The crowd heard speeches by representatives from nine of the colleges in attendance against the closed hearings under the student disciplinary code. Many of the speakers were also asking for Dumke's resignation.

A letter from Eugene Zumwalt, Fresno professor who was removed from the English department under armed guard, was read, in which he said, "Obviously the students and the faculty in the state college system are in a very dangerous position. They are faced by administration determined to use procedural and police methods to repress dissent and to enforce conformity.

He said that he felt they must fight this "oppression" every way available; that the stakes are not only academic and mature, free universities, but also some of the fundamental values in American society.

A letter from Jack Kurzweil, dismissed professor from San Jose State College, Kurzweil is the husband of Bettina Apthecker, the avowed communist from Berkeley who serves on the "People's Voice," the leading communist magazine.

Kurzweil alleged that he had been dismissed from his position for political reasons. He further claims that he was denied tenure and then subsequently dismissed. Of tenure, Kurzweil said that the governor's policy is only a "smoke screen" appearing to weed out incompetence when "it really opens for the hiring of professors who will not challenge him (Reagan)"

Kurzweil, who has taken his case to the courts, said that he must win the court battle or the governor will be given the power to "rampage over the educational system." Kurzweil said he considers Dumke nothing more than a political appointee.

In his talk, Kurzweil made many references to the Angela Davis case, relating back to her dismissal by the Board of Regents of the University of California.

Following the rally a one hour press conference was held with the speakers. One question asked was on the possibility of violence during the rally. Kurzweil answered, "I am from action taken in opposition to Executive Order 110 which governs the disciplinary code. A general feeling among the representatives was that no violence would come.

The representatives felt that there might be a possibility that if a student strike were organized statewide, all would join in. However, they agreed that a

Mass rally rips Dumke

E. Guy Warren, chairman of the Board of Trustees of the California State Colleges, has come out in defense of Chancellor Dumke, in reply to Warren's recent announcement of his firing to the courts.

"It is out conviction that the student editor of a campus newspaper to place an editorial in other state college student newspapers advocating the resignation of Chancellor Dumke. I must point out that the chancellor is appointed by the board of trustees when I say that it is out conviction that the chancellor has been a strong, effective leader; that he has been an outstanding spokesman for the system; and that he has used his authority wisely.

"As I gauge current public sentiment, I am convinced that the public is now demanding courageous leadership and accountability from college and university administrations. In Chancellor Dumke we have just such an administrator.

"During his tenure as chancellor, the quality of education in the California State Colleges has improved steadily despite increasing constraints required by economic and other factors in the state of California. I reject both the premise of these editorials and their conclusions as being transformed, misleading, and damaging to the well-being of the California State Colleges.

"Higher education in California, and across the country, has just come through a critical period of violence and disruption which caused a large share of the public to lose confidence in the academic community. Our job now is to rebuild public confidence."

Dumke, in reply to Warren's statement said, "I am gratified to note the strong statement of support made by the chairman of the board of trustees, Mr. E. Guy Warren.

"I regret such actions as this by student editors because of the key roles they could play in bringing about the understanding we need within the academic community, and in sparkig the unified effort needed to build public confidence as cited by Mr. Warren in his statement."

"It is unfortunate that there is misunderstanding and misrepresentation of my decisions and actions."

(Continued on page 3)
Save the creek

Editor:
If you compare the community of San Luis Obispo with almost any other area in the state, you will realize that we have one of the few communities left with an ample supply of fish, in our city creek system, incidents killing thousands of fish; incidents our city council has promised to take action on.

The issue of preserving our creek is coming up tonight at the city council meeting, and a group of concerned Cal Poly students will be going down to the courthouse to express their interest in conserving our creek as a natural waterway, not an open sewer. But they need your help.

Councilman Miller would like to see a student on the city council and this would be a good start for students to quit rapping and really do something positive for students in conserving our creek as a natural waterway, not an open sewer. But they need your help.

Urbana '70

by ART Tyrre

Urbana '70 was "where it was" for over 12,000 delegates, including 1,136 from this and other California campuses, attending the missionary convention of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship at the University of Illinois Dec. 27-31.

Urbana was where you saw 12,000 faces in the dome-aunakan impression on the lecture of an Argentine magazine editor, or a black American evangelist, or a pastor from India. Urbana was where you wandered past row after row of Christian missionary information booths representing agencies from a foreign country, or you'd never heard of before. 

Urbana was where the most spectacular outpouring of the world's translators, the Christian Mission for Deaf Africans, and the Missionary Aviation Fellowship.

Urbana was where, if you were from California, you wondered how the sun could be glowing out of a clear sky while your hands sought your course pocket—and how you were ever going to at least the specific agencies, and discussions you were interested in.

But Urbana was more than over mass. In the world of Inter-Varsity and Ur-Varity convention director Paul E. Little, the purposes of the interdenominational organisation's missionary convention were "to present to you God's call to Himself and then to His service; to bring you awareness of the needs of our contemporary world, and to give practical suggestions as to how you may help meet these needs."

Manifesting these goals was a tightly-scheduled list of large seminars and small counter groups, question-and-answer periods, mission displays, and elective seminars.

Any kind of missionary enterprise was available for inspection; convention officials reported that it was the largest gathering of Christian foreign missionaries in history. Over 600 of them were Spain, English, Danish, and some delegates from India; okay, if you insist on night candles—Incense—out for flying squirrels.

Peace sign fetichism

Editor:
Mr. Vonasek is apparently fast asleep, and the peace symbol is wakening up. Since he simply dotes on them, let us make him happy by using some of that luscious white bedspread imported from India; okay, if you insist on night candles—Incense—out for flying squirrels.

Please.
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An article, titled "Director explains rules," which appeared in the Friday, Jan. 15, edition of Mustang Daily, may have been misinterpreted. The article, in part, should read:

The new rules say the grievance can appeal his case within 20 working days of notice. The grievance panel is made up of three members chosen by lot from associate and full professor
a survey. I consider this to be a good survey. That's more than the turn out to vote for a queen."

According to the All business manager, every effort will be made to fulfill the desires of the students as reflected in this survey. However, Gersten issued a few words of caution.

"There are all sorts of complications involved in leasing space. We'll have to give consideration to local merchants."
Cagers triumph

Major basketball changes were brought about last weekend due to Mustang and Cal State Fullerton success.

The first shakeup was the Mustangs' 36-49 upset of previously unbeaten San Fernando Valley State College, and the second was Fullerton's sweep of games against Cal Poly Pomona and the University of California at Riverside.

The end result shows Fullerton atop the California Collegiate Athletic Association with a 3-0 record, San Fernando and the Mustangs second at 3-1 each, UCR in third at 1-4 and Pomona last at 0-3.

Two scoring sprees in the second half brought the Mustangs their victory over San Fernando Friday night. The first turned a 35-38 deficit into a 41-41 tie, and the second broke the game wide open, pushing the Mustangs ahead 60-47.

Both teams had shot poorly in the first half. At one point the Matadors led 21-15, but the lead was cut to 24-24 at halftime. In the second half they increased the margin to 35-38, however the Mustangs rallied to force the 41-41 tie. Then, with a 49-47 lead, Neal Stoner's team struggled straight to the win.

Billy Jackson hit nine shots in 27 attempts for 36 points in the game, and also gathered in 13 rebounds. Center Bob Jennings was the only other Mustang in double figures, chalkling up 11 points and 13 rebounds.

Valley State kills Frosh win streak

San Fernando Valley State College saw to it that the Mustang frosh winning streak stopped at seven Friday night and in doing so knocked Ernie Wheeler's five out of first place in the conference.

The Matadors took advantage of numerous Mustang errors and lack of shooting in capturing the 91-75 victory.

Taking only 51 shots from the floor, the Mustangs hit only 27 field goals as opposed to the Matadors' 44. Horace Williams added 21 points. The Mustangs Horace Williams had 19 points, Skip Williams had 18. Ralph Reece had 13 and John Parker totaled 11.

Parker's seven rebounds was individual high for the team and the Matadors enjoyed a 42-36 margin in the low-fouling game. The Mustangs were Skip Williams 6-7 by nailing Chapman College 87-38.

The following night the Mustangs ran their season record to 6-7 by nailing Chapman College 90-83. Billy Jackson was again high scorer with 33 points and Jennings added 30. The two teams tied for 3rd place in the conference.

Heavyweight Tim Kopitar could be considered the hero of the whole three-division three-school tournament. He won all three matches, downing John Finch at 8-4, and Jim Shields topped Pat Farner at 4-1.
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